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Abstract
The German education system has recently come under fire with the publication of various international studies on student performance (OECD 2000; 2003). And in the first national ‘Education Report’ (Bildungsbericht) published in October 2003 (Axenarius et al. 2003), the German ministers of education point out serious deficiencies in the country's school system, with too many drop-outs, too few achievers of higher education entrance qualifications and too little support for students coming from poorer families. However, in a remarkable common press declaration released on 17 September 2003, the ministers of education in Austria, Switzerland and the three southern federal states1 deplored the fact that studies such as the recent OECD paper (OECD 2003) tend to neglect or completely ignore the overall significance of formal apprenticeships, which are not only the most striking common educational feature of the three German-speaking countries, but are also the learning pathway for the ‘ordinary school leaver’. The ministers claimed that the ‘Dual System’ with its apprenticeship focus, offers viable and well-accepted routes into skilled employment and modes of socialisation without being part of the formal education system, and they eventually appealed to the OECD to ‘accept and investigate the status of vocational education’.

This debate, which is also fostered by the announcement of the German Federal Government’s determination to substantially increase the number of students entering higher education, brings into focus the tendency in Germany to stick to established modes and practices by valuing ‘continuance of tradition’ (Phillips 1995, p. 61). It also throws new light
on both the firmly rooted three-tier approach in the country’s secondary school system (Ertl 2000) and on the country’s vocational pathways that have for decades been considered to be reliable and successful, especially in international terms. One of the outstanding examples of a clear disinclination to reform is the Dual System of apprenticeship training. Although it may be argued that Germany’s high educational participation in post-compulsory secondary education is mainly due to the apprenticeship system (83% of 25-64 year-olds have reached this level), both the apprenticeship system and the full-time vocational schools now face challenges that have a national and an international dimension. Besides globalisation and the changing nature of industrial work organisation (Baethge & Baethge-Kinsky, 1998), Germany’s re-unification and a slackening economy continue to put strain on the national budget, on the labour market and on the education and training system (Miller Idriss 2002). Against this background, modernisation issues have emerged which touch the relationship between full-time and part-time VET as well as the nature of apprenticeships.

Characteristics of the German system of vocational education and training

The Dual System of initial vocational training in Germany owes much of its reputation to the fact that it has remained one of the most frequently (though not necessarily successfully) copied training systems in the world (Arnold 1985; Greinert 2001). Furthermore, it is often quoted when it comes to working out contrasts with other countries, including Australia (e.g. Deissinger 2001c; 2002b; Keating et al. 2002; Coffey & Rhodes 2002; Burke & Reuling 2002). Obviously there seems to exist a number of major discrepancies between what may be called the ‘Anglo-Saxon model of VET’ as realised in the UK or Australia, and the ‘Dual System’ in Germany, with its long-standing apprenticeship tradition (Deissinger 2002b).

Working principles of apprenticeships in the dual system

Although the combination of learning and work within the bounds of a dualism of ‘learning sites’ (part-time vocational school and training company) is normally considered to be the quintessential facet of the German system of vocational training (Greinert 1994), its working principles are more complex. Its crucial philosophy is vocationalism which means that training is workplace led and predominantly practical, stressing the importance of work experience during the training period. It encompasses a holistic set of competences defined ‘around the workplace’ (Harney
1985; Deissinger 1998) and based on national qualification standards according to the 1969 *Vocational Training Act* or *Berufsbildungsgesetz* (Deissinger 1996; Raggatt 1988). In terms of its ‘macro-structure’, the Dual System is determined by the state’s active role that secures occupational standards and conditions of skilled apprenticeship. Unlike other countries that have apprenticeships as part of their training systems, the law in Germany stipulates what makes an apprenticeship (Ryan 2001, p. 133) and training thus becomes legally enforceable while at the same time being relevant to the skill demands of employers (Raggatt 1988).

Against this background, the German ‘training culture’ (Brown & Evans 1994) is based on the notion that vocational training should not only be a specific form of employment but also an educational issue. Therefore, under the federal state education acts, it is mandatory for school-leavers under the age of eighteen who are not in higher or further education to attend the local part-time vocational school on a sandwich or day-release basis (making the system a ‘dual’ system). Lessons in the vocational school include vocational subjects relevant to the respective occupation, but also general studies such as German, English or Sports. Georg Kerschensteiner (1854–1932) is widely held to be the father of the German vocational school, and his conviction that ‘education for the ordinary man and woman must be woven into the practical work of life’ (Higginson 1990, p. 248) clearly shaped not just the dualism of the system but also underlined the idea of *Beruf or vocation*, which in Kerschensteiner’s eyes stood for the major route by which an individual ought to achieve his or her personal development. Such an ideal, without its vocational bias, refers back to Humboldt’s educational theory developed at the beginning of the 19th century which was then associated with the concept of non-utilitarian academic education (*Bildung*) of the upper classes (Blankertz 1979; Blankertz 1982, pp. 89 ff.; Zabeck 1975a).

However, the most interesting aspect of Germany’s Dual System, is the fact that, on the company side, the state’s function is restricted to securing quality standards in a predominantly formal manner. Besides public institutions such as the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), the Federal Institute of Vocational Training (BIBB), and the various federal state ministries of education, reliable participation of firms is one of the key requirements for the successful working of vocational training. It may be argued that the training market in Germany ‘has the character of a suppliers’ market’ (Greinert 1994, p. 80; NCVIR 2001, p. 38). Once a training contract has been signed the firm accepts the principal financial responsibility for the training process including all direct and indirect costs such as training personnel, machinery, training administration and social insurance contributions. The system being funded principally by employers reflects the principle that companies provide training opportunities on a voluntary basis. While the overall training participation quota in Germany is almost 30% in the old and 27% in the new federal states (2001), at 91% participation, big companies train to a very large extent. In 2000, companies invested
ne 28 billion in the Dual System, with an average training outlay per apprentice currently rated at 16,435 p.a. (Beicht & Walden 2002). Therefore, the cost argument is one of the most important reasons companies give for not offering more training opportunities in the apprenticeship system.

Although the training provided within businesses is essential, it is not designed to lead to over-specialised training since priority is given to ‘broad-based knowledge and the acquisition of basic techniques’ (Gehin & Melhaic 1995, p. 65). For this purpose, the administrative and organisational contribution of the chambers is indispensable. The Vocational Training Act (Deissinger 1996) places vocational training in the hands of firms and chambers and thus emphasises the principle of self-government (Zabeck 1975b). The ‘competent authorities’ – as the chambers are named by law – monitor in-company training, support training companies and hold exams for journeymen, skilled industrial workers, commercial clerks and masters.

Thus, the elements involved in the German training system can be summarised as follows:

- Vocationalism linked to the notion of Beruf
- Formal state quality control
- Dualism of learning sites
- Compulsory attendance at the vocational part-time school
- Commitment and involvement of chambers and companies.

Clearly the German apprenticeship system is not only the current ‘centre-piece of vocational education and training in the Federal Republic’ (Raggatt 1988, p. 166) but it goes back to strong cultural foundations, including the long-standing tradition of craft training which actually dates back to the Middle Ages (NCVER 2001). Compared with other European countries – especially Britain (Deissinger 1994) – the genesis of the modern vocational training system was the outcome of crucial state activities to revitalise the ancient craft system. The system became a ‘dual’ training system during the first two decades of the 20th century when vocational part-time schools replaced the continuation schools (although compulsion was only enforced in 1938) to accompany apprenticeships and to give young people education ‘through the vocation’. The chambers of industry and commerce began holding examinations for industrial workers around the middle of the 1920s, based on training recommendations (Muth 1985; Schütte 1992, pp. 79 ff.). Since then, industrial as well as commercial training has been subject to the corporatist framework associated with the craft training tradition and is an economically relevant part of the employment sector.

In comparing German dual apprenticeships with modern apprenticeships in the UK, Ryan (2001, p. 137) refers to the key differences between the two countries and indicates that there may be some ‘overregulation’ of the German system:
... the contrast to Germany is sharp. There is no equivalent of Germany’s minimum training periods, mandatory part-time courses at the Berufsschule, and compulsory general education. More generally, while in continental Europe apprenticeship is integrated into the national education system, straddling the worlds of education and training, British apprenticeship is located firmly on the training side. One potential benefit of British arrangements is greater adaptability and flexibility of training content in response to economic change. The time that it takes to revise apprenticeship curricula in Germany is well known.

Apprenticeships are offered to young people in a range of 350 recognised skilled occupations and, although declining since the mid 1980s (Reinberg & Hummel 2001, p.24f.), the system still takes in some 60% of 15-19 year old school leavers on their way to independent adulthood, including those with a higher education entrance qualification (Abitur), who make up around 15% of all apprentices. Unlike in most other European countries, with the exception of Austria and Switzerland, apprenticeships in Germany exist in nearly all branches of the economy, including the professions and parts of the civil service.

Complying with the craft tradition, small and medium-sized companies are major suppliers of training opportunities (Deissinger 2001b). In 1953, the Craft Regulation Act (Handwerksordnung) encapsulated earlier legislation dating back to the late 19th century (Deissinger 1994) by making provisions affecting vocational training in general and the taking on and instruction of apprentices in particular (Knörr 1996, pp.194 ff.). It defined a list of 111 trades as craft occupations (Benner 1987, pp. 281 f.). This law has been in existence ever since as a parallel code to the Vocational Training Act. There are no crucial deviations from the principles underlying the general framework typical of apprenticeship training in Germany with the exception of a ‘full-scale proof of competence’. However, this is only indirectly linked to apprenticeships as it mainly affects the right to establish a craft business (for details see Knörr 1996). This is currently at stake with the German government’s intention to liberalise labour markets in order to comply with European law.

Despite being more or less ignored in the context of international school performance studies, apprenticeships have to be seen as part of the educational system, and in Germany, Austria and Switzerland (Gruber 2001; Gonon 2001), they still provide respected pathways into the world of work for the majority of school leavers. In Germany, neither the expansion of full-time vocational courses in schools nor the ideologically motivated critique of the Dual System during the 1990s put the system at stake despite it being branded as a system of exploitation by the ‘emancipatory’ educational movement (Kell 2001; Deissinger 1998, pp. 25 ff.; Baethge 1983). The accusation of the time against apprenticeship training that it was a ‘dead end road’ is not valid these days since it is this vocational education
system as a whole that opens up various pathways leading to general qualifications (e.g., the Abitur, i.e., the general higher education entrance qualification) or vocational qualifications (e.g., technician qualifications in the vocational special training schools), and helps young people to progress. The following chart illustrates these trajectories within the German system (in the case of the school leaver coming from the lower secondary school).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polytechnic</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Polytechnic</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VFTS</td>
<td>VFTS</td>
<td>VFTS</td>
<td>VFTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Intermediate school qualification

- DUAL SYSTEM 2 - 3.5 years

- Voc Prep Year

- Ordinary school-leaving qualification (age 15/16)

- Lower secondary school (5 or 6 years)

- Voluntary 10th school year
Functional diversity of full-time vocational schools

In terms of student numbers, the Dual System participants outweigh the numbers in full-time vocational schools. Out of nearly 2.7 million students in non-academic VET in 2000, 1.8 million were undergoing an apprenticeship in the Dual System. 415,000 attended an ordinary vocational full-time school (Berufsfachschule) with the option of entry level vocational training in specified occupational areas, such as nursing or physiotherapy (depending on the type of school and the federal state). However, the number of students attending three of the major sub-types in full-time VET (vocational foundation year; vocational preparation courses; ordinary vocational full-time schools) increased between 1993 and 2001 from 363,351 to 541,676. It may be argued that there is an empirical interaction between this rise and the situation in the training market. As companies express doubts about the future demand for skilled employees and complain about the lack of training maturity among school leavers, the latter have to search for alternative pathways, a phenomenon which is aggravated by the regional and occupational imbalances in the training market, including the difficult situation in eastern Germany. Therefore, the numbers of students entering higher education and the influx into vocational full-time schools have increased in recent years and are likely to rise further in the forthcoming years (for all figures see Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2003).

Besides what may be called the ‘parking function’ of vocational schools due to training market restraints (Reinberg & Hummel 2001, p. 28), the relationship between the Dual System and the various subtypes of school-based vocational education and training systems under the auspices of the federal states appears to be ambivalent. This means that vocational schools basically serve three functions, depending on the course and the institution offering it (Feller 2000; Reinisch 2001; Kell 1996; Deissinger & Ruf 2003):

- **Vocational preparation** (mostly one to two years) which means enabling young people to go for an apprenticeship by improving their stakes in the training market
- **Further education** (mostly two to three years) which means leading young people to achieve a higher school qualification level (including, eg, the Abitur)
- **Vocational training** (mostly two to three years) which means leading young people to achieve a portable occupational qualification outside the Dual System

In terms of vocational training, school-based VET is considered complex since vocational full-time schools may offer courses leading to qualifications either within or outside the scope of the Vocational Training Act. In addition, some schools deliver entry-level training based on specialised federal regulations, such as in the area of health occupations, whilst the ordinary full-time vocational schools (Berufsfachschulen) provide for a wide range of students and aspirations. There are schools that offer
a full occupational qualification and there are institutions that only partly focus on occupation-relevant competencies, as they deliver either school qualifications (such as the intermediate secondary school leaving certificate) or concentrate on vocational preparation (Feller 2000). One of the biggest problems is the lack of acceptance from the labour market for most vocational qualifications obtained in school-based full-time courses against the background of a long established Dual System (Euler 2000).

Owing to space constraints in this paper it is not possible to discuss these functions in more depth. Therefore the Berufskolleg (vocational college) in the federal state of Baden-Württemberg has been chosen to illustrate the ambivalence of full-time vocational education in Germany. The vocational college is a school that can be attended by students with a medium-level school leaving qualification (mittlerer Bildungsabschluss), which may be obtained in a vocational full-time school (for example, in a Berufsfachschule) or in general education (in the Gymnasium or the Realschule). The following table shows where the Berufskolleg (BK) is located within the school system of Baden-Württemberg:

Table 2: The location of Berufskolleg (BK) within the vocational schools in Baden-Württemberg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial Schools</th>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Nutrition/Home Economics</th>
<th>Social Pedagogy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Full-time School</td>
<td>Higher Vocational School</td>
<td>Vocational College (BK)</td>
<td>Vocational Part-time School (DS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>BK I</td>
<td>BK Languages</td>
<td>Dual BK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>BK II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry requirements:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Vocational Full-time School: lower secondary education (year 9 / Hauptschule)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Higher Vocational School: intermediate secondary education (year 10 / Realschule or Vocational Full-time School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vocational College: intermediate secondary education (year 10 / Realschule or Vocational Full-time School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vocational Part-time School in the Dual System: lower secondary education (year 9 / Hauptschule)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BK courses hold the following options, although their dominant function (with the exception of the BK I and the Dual BK) is now to provide students with a polytechnic entrance qualification in addition to their occupational qualification, a concept that is likely to emerge as the regular model in the future following the growing tendency of German school leavers to strive for higher education:

- **BK I** – one year (preparation for Dual System)
- **BK II –** two years with the following options:
  - assistant qualification (conventional type)
  - assistant qualification + polytechnic entrance qualification
- **BK Languages (BK-F)** – two years
- **BK Business Information Management** – two years
- **BK with practice firm** – two years
- **BK-FH** (part-time access studies out of employment leading only to polytechnic entrance qualification)
- **[Dual BK (special part-time school for apprentices with a grammar school leaving qualification)]** – two years

The fact that apprenticeship shortages and training market imbalances are likely to persist is putting strain onto school-based vocational education and training in a specific way. Policy-makers continually claim that the apprenticeship system has to be strengthened, while at the same time insisting that progression into higher education ought to be pushed. Thus, the ‘multi-functionality’ of vocational schools has to be seen in a new light. Their present function is strongly linked to entry into further or higher education rather than to the purpose of delivering labour market qualifications, but as schools have to serve an increasingly diverse clientele, teachers in future are likely to be faced with a wide range of students with different aspirations. The Baden-Württemberg Ministry of Education is currently intent on finding ways to increase the labour-market relevance of school-based qualifications, this particular affects the vocational colleges and the acceptance and portability of the assistant qualification. One of the didactical tools which is supposed to help achieve this goal is the ongoing implementation of practice firms in each of the state’s vocational colleges (Deissinger & Ruf 2003). This could eventually result in a new policy to strengthen the vocational qualification function of schools in general and cope with the growing number of school leavers who want to step into VET as a pathway into higher education.

**Problem issues and challenges**

Looking at the working principles of the Dual System, especially the vocational principle as its ‘defining element’ (Miller Idriss 2002, p. 473), it becomes evident
that vocational training is embedded in a ‘stress field’ between private interests and private commitment in the field of apprenticeships on the one hand, and public and state interference in order to secure as many training opportunities as possible and maintain standards of training outcomes on the other (Kell 1999). In the past decade, the German Dual System has been increasingly criticised for its obsolescence in the face of a rapidly changing economic and social environment (e.g. Geissler 1991). Moreover, the serious situation in the training market, especially in the east of Germany, has emerged as an important issue of public concern. In 2002, the task of providing all applicants with a training place was again associated with major challenges. At 572,227, the number of new training contracts was down 42,000 on the previous year and, decreasing by 6.8%, reached an unexpectedly low level. For the training year that began in autumn 2003, the Federal Labour Office reported an 8.1% decrease in available training places in the western states against the preceding year which means that by early October 2003 there were still 35,000 young people seeking an apprenticeship place⁹. Both the industrial and the craft sector, being the two strongholds of training provision, suffered major declines.

Table 3: Distribution of apprentices and changes (re. numbers) to previous year (new contracts) according to area of employment/training sector (2002) [western Germany]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Employment/Training Sector</th>
<th>Share in 2002</th>
<th>Change on 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry and trade</td>
<td>53.0 %</td>
<td>- 8.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft trades</td>
<td>31.2 %</td>
<td>- 7.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professions</td>
<td>10.4 %</td>
<td>- 1.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
<td>- 2.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>2.1 %</td>
<td>+ 2.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic services</td>
<td>0.7 %</td>
<td>- 3.9 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Distribution of apprentices and changes (re. numbers) to previous year (new contracts) according to area of employment/training sector (2002) [eastern Germany]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry and trade</th>
<th>share in 2002</th>
<th>change on 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Craft sector</td>
<td>27.6 %</td>
<td>- 10.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professions</td>
<td>5.4 %</td>
<td>- 5.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>2.8 %</td>
<td>- 8.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>3.6 %</td>
<td>+ 0.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic services</td>
<td>1.2 %</td>
<td>- 4.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (2003) the following factors were responsible for the serious situation in the training market:

- the weak economy
- insecurities about the future demand for skilled employees
- lack of training maturity among school leavers
- regional and occupational imbalances in the training market.

The Federal Government has made it clear it considers the Dual System is in a critical state and has announced a number of compensating measures to relieve the unstable situation in the training market. Although these measures are partly outside the German training tradition, they are nevertheless seen in the context of the high respect that has always been paid to vocational training. In the 2003 Federal Training Report (Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2003, p. 2) it is argued that:

(These) challenges call for continued and increased initiatives aiming at the qualitative improvement of the vocational education and training of all those concerned. Sound and broad-based vocational education and training of all young people is, and will remain, one of the most important cornerstones of the ability of industry and society alike to meet future challenges.

It has also become obvious (see Table 4) that the new federal states (eastern Germany) are particularly affected as the craft tradition there is not as strong as in the west, and compensation coming from public funds does not match deficiencies in the private sector. Nevertheless, in October 2003 the Federal Government was hoping to reduce the number of ‘unprovided applicants’ in the eastern states from 12,000 to 5,500 by offering publicly financed alternatives to school leavers. At the same
time, government does not want the system to change fundamentally, but wants to see modernisation taking place within its boundaries. Therefore, the focus remains primarily on employers as major providers of apprenticeship training.

*By providing an appropriate general framework, the Federal Government’s future vocational education and training policy will focus, among other things, on supporting industry in its efforts to supply a number of training places that matches the demand. This framework will include both a reform of vocational education and training law and an economic policy furthering small and medium-sized enterprises. In addition to economic recovery, such a policy can play a major role in this situation. At the same time, reforms started during the past legislative period will be vigorously pursued; these reforms were designed to modernise the initial and continuing vocational education and training system, make it more flexible and open it up at the international level.*

(Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2003, p. 2)

Despite this support for privately funded apprenticeships, the government has been forced to subsidise training schemes created for the purpose of establishing alternative ways of vocational preparation and integration, due to the fragile economic framework in eastern Germany. In 1998, against a background of rising youth unemployment, the JUMP programme (*Jugend Mit Perspektive* – which means *Youth with Perspectives*) was initiated with the aim of bringing young people into training beyond the regular training market (Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Sozialordnung & Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung 1999). In 2002, special training place programs for eastern Germany led to 14,000 additional training opportunities, mostly provided by external providers (*Bildungsträger*) in co-operation with local employers. 138,000 young people joined the *Immediate Action Program for Young People* which was developed to create regular training places.

The Federal Training Report puts the number of schemes launched in 2002 at 196 and the number of newly created apprenticeships at 10,000. Since 1999, a total of 60,259 training places have been created under the various schemes using public money. This illustrates that the Dual System in its traditional form featuring employers as training providers and funders of apprenticeships can no longer be seen as the only non-academic route into employment. The growing importance of state involvement within the system is also underlined by the rising number of attendees of school-based vocational preparation courses as well as full-time students in vocational education and training, of whom in 2002 50% attended courses leading to vocational qualifications considered to be portable on the labour market (Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2003, pp. 8 f.).
To address the training market problem more clearly, the federal government has recently introduced the concept of training place developers (Ausbildungsplatzentwickler) in order to secure the long-term provision of training places and detach it from the contingencies of the labour market. This includes helping companies cope with the administrative work involved in an apprenticeship, establish co-operation with vocational schools, and set up company-specific training plans. With another program called ‘STARegio’, regional joint training provision is to be promoted by companies pooling together in order to enable young people to achieve all the competences within a given occupational training scheme. Moreover, the introduction of a training levy seems to be likely as the two ruling parties in the federal government (Social Democrats and Greens) have in principal agreed to this principle. This could mean that companies not engaged in training would have to contribute 1% of their payroll into a fund out of which additional training places could be created. This move has to be seen against the fact that at the end of September 2003, only 6,500 school leavers could be provided with a training opportunity, leaving 35,000 school leavers still searching. German employers, however, have previously refused such a move, fearing that this could eventually lead to even fewer training places.

Modernisation moves

In its White Paper published in 1993 (European Commission 1993) the European Commission pointed out that lifelong learning should become ‘the overall objective to which the national educational communities can make their own contributions’. Two years later, in the White Paper on Teaching and training – Towards the learning society (European Commission, 1995), the concept of lifelong learning became associated with the idea of a ‘personal skills card designed to enable every European citizen to acquire and document new knowledge and skills in various formal and informal learning environments. Against this background, the strong cultural focus on apprenticeships in Germany carries some obvious ambivalence which is at least indirectly linked to the vocational principle:

- On the one hand, apprenticeship qualifications represent entry-level qualifications which help people become competent for a given occupation. Strictly speaking, this implies that these skills should last for the whole working life.
- On the other hand, apprenticeship qualifications are the basis of all further training activities, both informal company-based training and training given in formal learning environments (e.g. master craftsman or technician courses). This implies that skills development within companies’ human resource development normally begins at a comparatively high level.
The fact that the Dual System is still the major, though not the exclusive, focus of vocational education and training policy, implies that modernisation is mainly happening within the existing system, a phenomenon that may be called process innovation or internal modernisation. Rather than undertaking radical reform of the system, internal modernisation means that reforms take place within the existing structural environment of a vocational education and training system using its institutions and organisational patterns. With respect to the apprenticeship system, two concepts of such a ‘mild strategy’ can be identified - (i) the ongoing modernisation of training courses, and (ii) the implementation of specific features of modularisation.

Modernisation of training schemes

The policy of modernisation tries to take account of the need to integrate new workplace developments into the existing system of vocational training. 2003 saw the emergence of seven new training occupations and 21 schemes underwent revision procedures\textsuperscript{11}. Moves towards a more up-to-date training system try to link the traditional notion of vocationalism associated with the German terms Berufsprinzip or Beruflichkeit (Deissinger 1998) with the changing patterns of work organisation and the emergence of new technologies in trade and industry produced by the growing importance of data processing and the expanding scope of communication technology.

The general principles underlying the revision of training schemes beginning in the late 1980s may be summarised as follows (Schelten 1989, pp. 89 ff.; Steeger 1999, pp. 1 ff.; Sander 1998):

- Training content should be specified within the context of a clearly defined course which offers the opportunity to develop skills on a broad scale.
- Training schemes should lead to competencies which allow employees to plan, execute and assess their work on their own.
- Flexibility requirements for employers and employees should be taken into account in the development of training occupations.
- Lifelong learning should become one of the cornerstones of vocational training policy by opening up opportunities to re-train due to the changing nature of work environments and technologies.
- Training should correspond with the growing importance of communication skills, key or generic competencies, as well as customer orientation in the working process.

Since the passing of the Vocational Training Act in 1969, most training ordinances have undergone some kind of revision or re-definition while new schemes have been created (Deissinger 2001a). These occupations now cover more than 90% of
all apprenticeships in the Dual System. For example, in 1997 49 occupations were either newly created or received some kind of fundamental re-definition of training objectives and training contents. Major innovations include the substantial re-definition and re-organisation of training schemes in the metal and electrical trades in the late 1980s, but also two popular commercial occupations (i.e. office clerk and communications clerk) which were given a new face at the beginning of the 1990s (Stiller 1992; Reinisch 1993). One of the most significant modernisation projects gave birth to the family of IT occupations (introduced in 1997) which took the Dual System beyond its craft-based past (Müller et al. 1997; Petersen & Wehmeyer 2000). These four occupations link modern information technology and data processing with technical and commercial applications. From an educational point of view, training for these occupations also implies new ways of teaching methodology and complex learning arrangements (Pätzold 1990) but certainly makes them more demanding than conventional industrial or craft occupations. Therefore, these occupations are typical pathways for school leavers from the grammar schools, or from higher vocational schools, or even for drop-outs from universities (Dostal 2002, p. 151 ff.)12.

As early as 1987, some of the major craft occupations also underwent re-organisation in line with related industrial schemes in the metal and electrical trades. This modernisation may be seen as an attempt to give the conservatively structured craft sector a more up-dated outlook in the face of globalisation and internationalisation of the economy (Borch et al. 1991; Klein 1989). The structural features of this re-definition of training schemes may be summarised as follows (Schelten 1991, pp. 89 ff.)13:

- Occupations no longer exist independently as ‘mono-occupations’, but are grouped together in a family of related training schemes.
- Occupations are trained for three and a half years (formerly three years).
- A family of occupations has a common basic training year where the foundations are laid for specialisation and differentiation.
- Specialisation in the second half of the second year normally refers to a specific occupation while in the last one and a half years differentiation occurs within each single occupation.

Another major innovation may be seen in the re-definition of training schemes underlying apprenticeship for office clerks, one of the few commercial training profiles also used in the craft sector and a typical example of a small business commercial qualification (Reinisch 1993, Buschfeld et al. 1999, pp. 35 f.). Here key competencies (Schlüsselqualifikationen) are supposed to stretch over the whole training period by adding those qualifications common to related occupations (in this case the communications clerk). Such qualifications are defined as fundamental qualifications (Sockelqualifikationen), and they are supposed to become less relevant in the training syllabus with the years of training and make room for occupation-specific skills. In the context of the new IT occupations they are called core
qualifications (Kernqualifikationen). This principle appears to be dominant in most of the newly created schemes which include typical ‘mono occupations’ as well as families of related occupations.

Modularisation

Although some of the newer training occupations now allow for more specialisation and flexibility (like those in the metal and electrical trades and also in the IT sector), they only make tentative use of modularisation. This makes access to different levels within the qualification process virtually impossible, but clarifies the distinguishing features between the German concept of Beruf and the philosophy of competence-based education and training typical for Anglo-Saxon countries such as Australia and Britain (Misko 1999; Wolf 1995). While the move towards more flexible training schemes has become associated with expectations that this might eventually lead to more training places and more efficient training arrangements in companies, some have voiced concern that the scope for reform is rather limited since different cultures use different meanings of modularisation (Deissinger 2002a; Sloane 1998; Pilz 1999). In Germany, the debate circled for quite a while around the question of whether modular principles are generally compatible with the organisational features of the Dual System, but there is now a general understanding that reforms should take place within the system.

From an institutional and didactical point of view, three ways of modularisation may be distinguished (Deissinger 2002a):

- Disintegration concept: This means dissolving occupational patterns by establishing a modular system with variable access opportunities and flexible levels of qualification standards. With their similar certification systems, England and Scotland have established a competence approach linked to modularisable qualifications that are defined by employers and assessed in the workplace (Hodgson & Spours 1997; Pilz 1999). This system has been designed to substitute traditional qualifications and to bridge the spheres of general and vocational education.

- Differentiation concept: Implanting modules within training schemes as didactical units does not necessarily mean giving up occupational skill formation (Euler 1998, pp. 96 ff.). Vocational profiles with elective modules (such as the IT occupations) offer more flexibility in terms of training content but remain portable in a conventional way since they still stand for holistic sets of competences. The advantageous effects of such a ‘mild’ strategy of modularisation may be seen in adapting the existing training system to technological developments more easily and more quickly.
• *Supplementation concept:* Increasing the number of formal levels at which vocational qualifications are obtained is a third way to modularise a training system. Providing more flexibility to the different levels of educational achievements of young people seems, at least at first glance, more agreeable among interest groups involved in German vocational training policy than the disintegration approach. This includes providing opportunities for more able learners within uniform training schemes to attain additional formal qualifications (Pahl & Rach 1999). At the other end of the qualification ladder, differentiation could lead to special training courses for weaker learners, including new stage-structured training schemes which the *Vocational Training Act* actually allows for.

In its 2003 Federal Training Report, the federal government refers to modules in four areas of developing and modernising the existing VET system (Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2003, p. 14 ff.):

• Some of the new training occupations, including the above-mentioned IT courses, already provide for forms of specialisation in the third training year by offering employers elective modules to choose from.

• The federal government wants to link vocational preparation courses that are becoming more important in the wake of a shrinking training market, more closely with initial training in the apprenticeship system.

• It is intended to develop new ways and means to enable young people to use credits from courses in full-time vocational schools for their final apprenticeship examination.

• Modernisation initiatives also pick up the idea of establishing new forms of assessments, such as the ‘extended’ or ‘stretched’ final examination which allows for credit transferability of interim examinations to the chamber examination.

The government has announced that it wants to initiate a revision of the *Vocational Training Act,* picking up the above-mentioned reform options (Federal Ministry of Education and Research, 2003, p. 18). At the same time, policy seems to be heading towards creating boundaries between different areas of VET more permeable which implies that the overall importance of the Dual System could become less weighty in future years without giving up the belief that training in companies still has a viable and relevant route into employment for the majority of school leavers.
Conclusion

Despite modernisation expectations, the features of the Dual System still appear to be unchanged and modernisation occurs ‘internally’ rather than through a change of paradigm or underlying principles. However, challenges have turned out to be less solvable than in the past, especially when it comes to the volatile training market with its dependence on the state of the national economy. As well, there are challenges caused by alternative approaches to VET such as ‘vocational academies’ (Deissinger 2000) or the likely expansion of ‘vocationalised’ university or polytechnic courses with the projected reform of university systems within the European Union. Apart from that, the Dual System still does not build bridges to the academic world, for example, through double qualifications that are prominent in the VET systems of France, Austria and even Switzerland (Deissinger 2001d; Gruber 2001; Gonon 2001).

As to the future perspectives of the Dual System, another crucial question might be whether the rapidly expanding services sector, including data processing and innovative customer-orientated services, will be willing or able to follow its ‘philosophy’ of training, especially the vocational principle. The future appeal of apprenticeships will also depend on other nations’ experiences with more ‘open’ or ‘market-oriented’ approaches to VET and their functional links, both in quantitative and in qualitative terms, with the national and international labour markets. Whilst the prime concern of vocational training policy in Germany remains on initial training, there can be no doubt that the training market will remain the biggest challenge. It is also obvious that the overall decline in apprenticeship intakes over recent years is due to the supply side of the training market and not to young people’s lack of enthusiasm for the Dual System in general (Reinberg & Hummel 2001, p. 25). After years of substantial support from employers, Germany now seems to have joined those countries that are trying to convince the private sector of the benefits of skill formation.

Professor Dr. Thomas Deissinger is Professor of Business Education at the University of Konstanz, Germany.

Endnotes


2 See Gemeinsame Presseerklärung von BMBF und KMK, 16 September 2003 (www.bmbf.de/presse01/934.html).
The new law was due to be passed in January 2004, and was expected to comprise two major changes to labour regulation in the craft sector. Firstly, the number of craft occupations was to be cut down by taking out ‘simple working activities’ which could be learnt within a time span of three months; secondly, the master craftsman certificate would only be demanded as an entry prerequisite for establishing a business in 29 occupations associated with ‘danger prone’ activities (see Südkerier, No. 238, 15 October 2003).

Between 1998 and 2002 the share of school leavers entering higher education rose from 28% to 35%, which is still below the OECD average of 47%. - See Gemeinsame Presseerklärung von BMBF und KMK, 16 September 2003 (www.bmbf.de/presse01/934.html).


See Federal Ministry of Education and Research, Pressemitteilung 182/2003, 9 October 2003 (Pressedienst@bmbf.bund.de).

See Federal Ministry of Education and Research, Pressemitteilung 195/2003, 21 October 2003 (Pressedienst@bmbf.bund.de).

See Südkurier, No. 256, 6 November 2003.

See Federal Ministry of Education and Research, Pressemitteilung 205/2003, 6 November 2003 (Pressedienst@bmbf.bund.de).


Among the new occupations are the “car mechatronic” and the “investment clerk”. Both new technologies and the growing demand for specialisation may be seen as the triggering factors for the creation of such occupations (see www.bibb.de)

The number of trainees in the IT occupations currently stands at 77,000 (Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2003, p. 12).

The industrial metal and electrical occupations are currently undergoing revision with the new training schemes to be decreed in 2004 (Zedler 2002; see also www.bibb.de).

German employers in general favour both higher degrees of specialisation, shorter training times and the creation of training schemes with less demanding training contents. This call for more flexibility has recently been underlined by the stance of training managers within the Curatorium of the German Economy for Vocational Training in a press release published on 20 November 2003 (see www.kwb-berufsbildung.de/frontend.php?id=93).

In the same way, federal state governments are seeking to improve the portability of qualifications acquired in full-time vocational school courses, such as the above-mentioned Baden-Württemberg vocational college (Berufskolleg), by implementing new learning arrangements (eg practice firms) within the curriculum in order to „make schools practical” (Deissinger & Ruf 2003).
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